Fast automatic particle picking from cryo-electron micrographs using a locally normalized cross-correlation function: a case study.
Recent progress in single-particle reconstruction methods and cryo-EM techniques has led to the determination of macromolecular structures with unprecedented resolution. The number of particles that goes into the reconstruction is a key determinant in achieving high resolution. Interactive manual picking of particles from an electron micrograph is a very time-consuming, tedious, and inefficient process. We have implemented a fast automatic particle picking procedure in the SPIDER environment. The procedure makes use of template matching schemes and employs a recently developed locally normalized correlation algorithm based on Fourier techniques. As a test, we have used this procedure to pick 70S Escherichia coli ribosomes from a cryo-electron micrograph. Different search strategies including use of a circular mask and asymmetric masks for different orientations of the particle have been explored, and their relative efficiencies are discussed. The results indicate that the procedure can be optimally used to pick ribosomes in a fully automatic way within the limit of selecting less than 10% false positives while missing about 15% of true positives.